Boat Transport Pros on Choosing a Boat Transport
Company
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Boat Transport Pros, a company that specializes in small boat and sailboat transport,
cites factors to consider in choosing a boat transport company.
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(Newswire.net -- July 27, 2016) Enfield, North Carolina -- Boat Transport Pros, a fullybonded and insured boat transportation company that specializes in sailboat transport and
small boat transport, has provided a list of factors to consider when choosing a boat transport company. They have been
in the boat transportation service industry for 26 years now and have acquired the necessary knowledge and skills
needed to properly and successfully transport a wide variety of boats.
According to Boat Transport Pros, there are various things to consider before choosing a boat transport company. The
most important factor that needs to be taken into consideration is how familiar and experienced the company is with their
client’s boat and the route and logistics of the particular move. It is necessary to find a company with well-trained drivers
who know whether or not they can accommodate their client’s vessel. They should be experienced enough in moving
their client’s boat and know everything that needs to be known about the boat. Furthermore, the company should be
licensed by the state they are operating in. Every state has its own rules that should be followed, and the necessary
permits may also vary from state to state. Boat Transport Pros did the homework for its customers and lists each state’s
DOT regulations on their website at www.boattransportpros.com.
Sailboats and small boats may require different types of equipment for transport. It important to do some research on a
number of boat transport companies to find one with the right equipment for the transport. All equipment should also be
well-maintained and up-to-date to ensure a flawless and fast transport. To determine whether or not a company has the
right equipment for a boat, customers may take advantage of the free quote some companies are offering and provide all
the necessary information regarding their boats’ loading and unloading locations as well their specs and dimensions.
Good customer service is also an important factor to consider when choosing a boat transport company. It is advisable
to find a company that values their clients and understands the importance of superior customer service. Looking at
company philosophies and reading customer reviews and testimonials are a great way to determine whether or not the
company offers excellent customer service. Boat Transport Pros is a leader in customer service and offers the best
value in boat transport service.
Cost savings should be considered by individuals who need to transport their boat as well. There are different ways to
transport a boat, and some ways are more cost-efficient than the others depending on the type of boat and how many
boats are needed to be transported.
Boat Transport Pros ( www.boattransportpros.com) says that it is best to contact boat transport companies beforehand
and ask questions regarding the transport before making the final decision. They also provide free boat preparation
guides on their website for powerboat transport, sailboat transport, yacht transport and small boat transport.

About Flagship Specialized Shippers - The Boat Transport Pros

Boat Transport Pros is a fully-bonded and insured company that specializes in small boat transport and sailboat
transport. Founded 26 years ago, the company has all the right equipment for transporting boats safely and in a timely
manner. They are fully-licensed and are up-to-date on state requirements as well as Federal DOT regulations for boat
transportation.
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